19. Moderation: The Key to
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The Rule of St Benedict and the various social institutions based on
it have been in existence for nearly fifteen hundred years. This
tradition has survived an astonishing range of social upheavals:
barbarian incursions and their aftermath, schism, the Aristotelian
invasion of the West, the Black Death, the Protestant Reformation,
the Council of Trent, the French Revolution, the Kulturkampfand
its cousins, not forgetting the unspeakable brutalization characteristic of the twentieth century—fifteen centuries of change by which
the continuing vitality of the Benedictine tradition has been subjected to challenge and recurrent diminishment. And yet there are
still men and women in all six continents who continue to hold
Benedict's 'little rule' in high esteem and allow its beliefs and values
to shape the way they live.
The fact of the tradition's longevity is remarkable enough. What
is more spectacular is its manifest capacity continually to reform
itself after periods of degeneration. Even when monasteries have
been confiscated or destroyed and their communities dispersed it
often happened that, when the tyrants departed, the monks
returned and began to rebuild. The different forms of Benedictine
monasticism existing today are not, as some of its buildings may
be, merely monuments to past achievement. They are testimony to
a living and growing organism that survives by adapting itself to
the ever-changing environment, and usually outliving the forces
that threatened it and necessitated change.
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It is, therefore, futile to look for a pure' form of Benedictinism.
The charism survives through a process of hybridization.1 By
blending the received tradition with elements of the local culture,
the Zeitgeist, the needs of the church and the particular giftedness
of persons, new expressions of the Benedictine are constantly
being created. There is no such thing as normative Benedictinism,
nor are Benedictines cast in a single mould. Think of Bede, Bernard
of Clairvaux and Columba Marmion: different centuries, different
situations, different personalities. Each of them, however, recognizably belongs to the same broad Benedictine tradition.
Furthermore, we should not be too ready to believe that change
occurs only at the level of practice: bells are computerized, the
sick are sent to the hospital, and flogging ceases. No doubt such
obvious adaptation is necessary and in accordance with common
sense. There is, however, another more radical form of change evident in the rethinking and development of the whole philosophical
basis of monastic life and the organic incorporation into the
monastic belief-system o f values that come from elsewhere.
Everyone knows how much things changed after the Second
Vatican Council, not only in the visible life of monastic communities but in the inmost rationale that animated observance. Other
absorbed values are the gift of the surrounding society: the abolition of slavery and serfdom, respect for persons and human rights,
fiscal responsibility, care for the environment, concern for world
peace. These are not alien to monasticism, but they were long
undiscovered. if we search diligently, perhaps we can find what
Augustine would have termed the 'seeds' of such concerns in
classical monastic sources, but in general they are positive outcomes that would have been mostly unfamiliar to St Benedict, at
least in the way that we understand them.
It is only since the 197os that the term 'inculturation' has been
used in the church to denote the double movement that needs to
take place in the process of evangelization. It refers to the dialogue
whereby a local culture is enriched by welcoming the proclamation of the gospel and the simultaneous enrichment of the gospel
by the very fact of its being received and expressed in a new lan-
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it spreads and adapts to new situations. Benedictinism has survived because of its capacity to change: that is to say, because of
what might be termed its 'dynamic adaptability'.
The underlying source of this capacity for adaptation can be
found in the moderation inherent in the Benedictine tradition—a
certain reserve about total identification with passing trends, an
instinctive recoil from extremes, and an acute sensitivity to the
complexity of human life typical of those with deep spiritual
experience.

Polarity of values
There is a wise maxim reminding us that it is possible to have too
much of a good thing. We all know persons who are entirely praiseworthy in the pursuit of particular goals but are so single-minded
that their total practice begins to exceed the boundaries of common
sense and decency. We usually call such people 'fanatics'. According to the insight of ancient Greek philosophy, a virtue becomes a
vice when it is not governed by the cardinal virtue of temperance.
In medio virtus stat; a tendency can be regarded as virtuous only to
the extent that it pilots a course between two extremes. Virtue is
equally opposed to both extremes, not only to one. Overwork and
idleness are opposite possibilities; the virtue of avoiding idleness
must be protected equally from overwork. It is not virtuous to eat
either too much or too little. Moderation is obviously the opposite
of the vice of superfluity and extravagance (RB 3 6.4; 5 5.11; 61.2.;
61.6), but it is also the opposite of penury and niggardliness.
Sometimes monastic administrators and cellarers seem to forget
this. Note, however, that between generosity and meanness there
could be seen to exist a whole spectrum of virtues, each located
closer to or farther from the mean: magnanimity, liberality,
reasonableness, abstemiousness, austerity.
The abbas and amnzas of the Egyptian desert had strong tendencies to extremism in their practice of virtue, though this was
often subjectively balanced by personal kindness, gentleness and
discretion. They were solitaries and, supposing they were also
wise, they were able to reach their own individual equilibrium in
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the expression of gospel values. The case of a cenobitic life style is
different. For the good of community it is necessary that individuals either curb their fervour somewhat or try a little harder in
order that all the group may stay together. The basis of communal
observance must be the highest common factor, the best that is
possible for all the members o f the community, neither too
demanding nor too lax, 'so that the strong have something to
desire and the weak do not run away' (RB 64.19).
Benedict was the heir of a sober and even phlegmatic tradition,
formed by centuries of efficient administration. Roman thinkers
gave priority to the values of possibility, practicality and adaptability. Through John Cassian, Benedict may also have imbibed
something of Stoicism. We find, for example, that 'moderation'
was a word much used by Cicero, and with it a whole family of
near-synonyms. He believed that everything is to be governed
according to its appropriate mode and measure. Extremes are to
be excluded: sufficiency, suitability and appropriateness are desirable norms. Any who wish to live by the law of moderation must
practice temperance, and this usually involves continence —
restraining themselves somewhat, holding back, keeping something in reserve. In the midst of the chronic disorder of the early
sixth century Benedict desired to create an environment in which
order ruled —foreseeing and forestalling any possibility that the
monastic life could be shaped by random subjectivism.2 Furthermore, the fact that Benedict's Rule belongs to a quasi-legal genre
means that there is an a priori supposition that what is prescribed
will generally he middle-of-the-road practice rather than the
expression of eccentric fanaticism.
In the Rule of Benedict such practical discretion comes into play
concerning the measure of food and drink, the hours of work and
sleep, the clothing given to the monks. Great care is taken by
Benedict to ensure that the demands made on his monks are not
excessive and thereby counterproductive. Ne qui nines, according
to the often-quoted saying of the Roman poet Terence (RB 64.12).
Food is provided according to strict measurement in order to avoid
giving any occasion to the spirit of gluttony (RB 39.7-8). Sufficiency is to he the norm. In defiance of ancient monastic tradition,
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wine is permitted, but only a half-bottle; monks are to drink sparingly, not to the point of satiety, much less as far as drunkenness
(RB 40.5-6). Even the liturgy is subject to the law of moderation;
there is no place f o r liturgical extravagance in a Benedictine
monastery. So there is provision that Sunday Vigils should not be
too long (RB O n the other hand, while the content of the
Opus Dei may be modified, the quantity of psalmody must not fall
below the minimum of a weekly psalter (RB 18.22.-2.3). Benedict
legislates so that there is a measure or proportion between the fault
and its punishment (RB 2.4.0, noting that there ought to be different measures of punishment for monks of different ages and different levels o f intelligence (RB 30.1). We can understand such
provisions in regular discipline as expressions of what may be
termed 'quantitative moderation'.
More important, as far as the survival of the charism is concerned, is 'qualitative moderation'. This is based on the recognition that contrary values exist and that sometimes the choice is not
between good and evil, but between rwo good things. In such cases
it is important to affirm both poles of the dialectic to avoid a distorted outcome. We find good examples of such even-handedness
in the Rule of Benedict.
• Solitariness is balanced by commonality.
• Communal prayer is balanced by personal prayer and lectio
divina.
• Physical work is balanced by prayer and reading.
• Austerity is balanced by humanitas.
• Occupation is balanced by leisure.
• Ideal self-sufficiency is balanced by practical economy.
• Separation from the world is balanced by hospitality.
• Authority is balanced by consultation (and supervision).
• External order is balanced by interior freedom.
The capacity of a community to interact creatively with the real
world is a function of its being able to determine the correct proportion between these contrary values. The correctness of the
determination, however, is not reached mathematically, as though
Cl
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there were some mid-point that could he computed once and for
all. A creative solution is found by continually moving forward,
reading the data accurately and responding to it in the light of
traditional wisdom. This is what the early Cistercians were promoting when they advanced the ideal of alternation: moving from
one activity to its complement under the guidance of a single goal.
It is clear that monastic seniority and experience play a significant
role in understanding the potential monasticiry o f particular
options. This is to say that maturity and experience are the best
assessors of monastic moderation. This kind of practical wisdom
seems to have been a quality Benedict himself had in abundance.'
First of all it is to be noted that inevitably, in a particular situation, one of the polar options will present as being the more urgent.
If communitarian values are being neglected in the monastery the
solution can never be to expel solitude and replace it with community. Rather, some common ground needs to be found between
the opposite values (for example, the importance of peace and
harmony) on which the opposites can he simultaneously affirmed.
Both community and solitariness are essential components o f
Benedictine life; we cannot hope to build one by destroying the
other. Silence and communication need to cooperate to assist the
members of the community to realize their goal of perfect love of
God and neighbour. The magic is to be found in the interaction of
opposite poles, not in the elimination of one of them.4
Second, everyday life is always more complicated than theory.
In a transitional phase the incoming value will be emphasized at
the expense of the outgoing one. For example, when a reform calls
for more poverty, initially it is normal that there will he a period of
excessive severity until things settle down. Moderation will he
suspended in the short term, hut will gradually reassert itself. The
Golden Mean cannot he achieved instantly.
Third, there is more than one value or virtue in monastic life,
and the different areas of moral significance impact mutually. For
example, the ideal balance between work and leisure may be
modified by the economic indigence of the community (RB 48.7),
by the subjective incapacity of members of the community to use
leisure profitably (RB 48.z3), by the monks being employed in
182
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other more useful occupations (RB 35.5). This is why there is no
place for fundamentalism in applying the Rule: the tradition is
received by all, re-expressed, applied and administered by the
abbot, and reshaped by the manner in which the community
allows itself to be led. Although Benedict gives full authority to the
abbot, he is fully aware that monks of our times cannot always he
persuaded to follow the more perfect path (RB 40.6), and sometimes it is necessary to adopt Plan B.
Both qualitative and quantitative forms o f moderation are
important for the long-term survival of a monastic institution.
Opposite virtues need to enter into dynamic tension without either
polarity moving into a zone of excess, and the end result of this
balance is harmony, good order and peace.
The Benedictine bane
Historic Benedictinism has exhibited an enduring tendency to
degenerate. This is the reason why the Benedictine tradition has
undergone many necessary reforms in the course of the centuries.
The pursuit of moderation carries with it a hidden danger. Too

often the related virtue of epicikeia (fairness or equity) is invoked
only to support a claim for mitigation of the Rule. Yet obviously it
also has a role to play when it prompts increased severity as a
means of rcdressirg an existing imbalance. Opting for a 'more
balanced life' cannot always mean choosing to be less austere.
Moderation can be positive or negative. Positive moderation is
achieved when Opposite virtues flourish: when, for example, both
the values of community and the values of solitude are equally
strong. Negative moderation results when the tension between
opposites is dissirated and neither value is pursued with any
degree of fervour.. A community in such a dire state may be at
peace simply bec▶use all typically monastic goals have been
abandoned and th only consensus is to pursue a non-challenging,
easygoing existen e. The monastery becomes a Country Club.
After all, another word f o r moderation is tepidity, the state o f
being neither hot r cold. Although in Latin the term mediocritas
is more descriptive than evaluative, in current English 'mediocre' is
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pejorative sense. A community that is
all ost always used in a
wishy-washy may believe itself to be moderate in all things but is,
in fact, a mockery to the term — being neither contemplative nor
active, neither cenobitic nor eremetical, given neither to manual
labour nor to intellectual tasks.
This is a communal form of the well-chronicled monastic vice of
acedia, a chronic inability to make and sustain commitments, the
time-filling pursuit of variety and entertainment, and the listlessness and dissatisfaction that come from having no meaning in life.
The community unconsciously develops a culture of entitlement in
which the rights claimed are not complemented by obligations
accepted. The absence of a sense of an ultimate goal and immediate objectives, such as John Cassian described i n his first
Conference, is a sure recipe for a dissipated and bootless existence.
Monastic life as envisaged by St Benedict depends on a great
passion for the unseen world of spirit. This good zeal powers a
move away from the world of sense and external involvement. The
apatheia praised by the Desert Fathers was not apathy or listlessness in the ordinary meaning of those words, but a progressive
desensitization to carnal and secular excitement—the lusts of the
flesh, obviously, but also the allure of a comfortable life and
worldly status. In the analysis often proposed by Gregory the
Great, first comes the attachment to the hidden treasure and only
then do detachment and worldly dispossession follow. The completeness of a monastic's disengagement from alternative sources
of gratification is proportionate to the intensity of his or her spiritual experience. Having had a slight encounter with God makes
the monk desire a more complete experience. Such desire is the
prime mover in the monastic impulse. The monk is meant to be
passionate in the search for God. Bernard of Clairvaux regards
lack of affective drive (to be sine affectione, as in Rom. 1.3 i) to be
the source of decline in monastic life, A dry heart, lacking the sap
of maturity and wisdom, becomes harsh and judgemental.5
Inevitably the monk so afflicted begins to seek for more immediate
gratifications than those offered by a fervent monastic life.
An urbane and comfortable existence easily escapes any charge
of extremism, hut is it going anywhere? Does it have any purpose
184
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except continuance of existing forms and insulation against any
challenge to renewal? This moderation is no virtue. It makes no
contribution to the attainment of the monastic goal except that it
may eventually provide a point of departure for a radical conversion that God's grace may provoke at some time in the future.?

Stability and moderation
Perseverance is the quality Benedict demands first of the prospective monk, who is to demonstrate that he has such constancy even
before he joins the community by patiently enduring whatever
obstacles are placed in his way (RB 58.3). On entering the novitiate, long before he is invited to make his vows„ he is expected to
promise stability or perseverance (RB 58.9). When eventually he
makes profession, it is its irreversibility that Benedict emphasizes
(RB 58.15—'16).
Moderation is the key to perseverance, not only in the sense of
avoiding excess but also as keeping to whatever is appropriate to
the monastic way of life: pro modo conversationis (RB -2,2..z). The
heart of the word is modus. Moderation respects the specific
modality of the monastic lifestyle. Gluttony or buffoonery are
utterly rejected because they have no place in a monastery (RB
39.8; 6.8). In St Benedict's mind a monk can never be merely moderately gluttonous. O f its nature gluttony has no place in the
monastic mode of living. What is appropriate in a monastic ambience does not necessarily correspond with what is acceptable in a
secular workplace, a diocesan curia, or a university common
room. Monastic life is different and it is shaped by different
modalities. A whole-hearted acceptance of the necessary limitations and boundaries inherent in the monastic calling is the fundamental element in eventual perseverance. Struggling against these
restrictions or constantly trying to subvert them is demoralizing
and lessens the person's chances of final perseverance.
One who intends to remain a lifetime in a monastery needs to
develop a sort of marathon-mindedness; going forward at a deliberately reduced pace so as to ensure that sufficient energy remains
at the end. Benedict is quite fond of running metaphors, but he
TRC
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gives the impression that the speed of running increases with time.
The astonishing thing about monastic life is that it begins slowly
because the novice arrives burdened with many obstacles. As these
are shed with the passage of years, fervour and single-mindedness
increase and the monk begins to do joyfully and naturally what
used to be accomplished only with much inward groaning (RB
7.68). At the end of a long journey of growth the good monk will
become extremely holy, hut it is an extremism that is built on years
of moderation.
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